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The Ritual Boundaries of Ancient Indian Theatre

part of the 

 Fifth Veda, s, 
, yajña, ritual.

First, Indian theatre represented a coherent system which came out of 

, was a sys-

as a kind of ritual. 

the 1

1 -
lation of the  text, see Rocher 1981: 107–130. For an overview 
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sources on the theory and practice of ancient Indian drama. This  treatise, 
the proposed dating of which spans over more than a thousand years,2 
considers various arts and crafts involved in the theatre production, 
such as the rules of acting, literary and scenic texts, aesthetic  theory, 
costumes, make-up, and so forth. Several of the opening chapters  
(ch. 1, 3 and 5) are devoted to a detailed description of rituals, as well as 
mythological narratives. It is quite evident that in order to cover the the-

system, the compiler of the  engaged a wide range of con-

3

of  textual criticism, see Vatsyayan 1989: 333–338. On the validity 
of existing editions and the newly discovered textual materials, see Tripathi 

-
tions of the , as well as the complete and partial translations of this 
treatise into European and Indian languages, see Lidova 2014.

2 The th century BC up 
to the 7th–8th century AD. For the details, see Lidova 2014.

3 Contradictory opinions exist on the authorship and integrity of 
the  text. Discussing this issue, Vatsyayan notices: “Some […] hold 
the view that the  is not a work of a single author, not even of a group 

 
is a “well-planned, coherent work” (Tieken 1998: 172). For a comprehensive over-
view of the research literature dealing with the date of the , the nature 
of its compilation, and the personality of its legendary or semi-historical author  
Bharata, see Miller 1972: 27–37. In my view, the  is not the work of one 

-
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the encyclopaedic and all-encompassing treatise of the  
remains our only and exclusive early source for the art form of theatre. 
As a consequence, what we are dealing with is not the actual tradi-

that the Indian theoreticians collected and systemized many centuries ago. 

 tradition and the status of this text in Indian culture. 
The treatise contains a very important set of information regarding 

the focus of scholarly attention for over a century now. The principal 

had a ritual or secular4

The opinion of scholars, who wrote in support of the ritual 

the 5 (ch. 1),
and the  ,6

4 The assumption on the secular origin of the ancient Indian  theatrical 

the limited space of this article 
does not allow me to consider their views in detail. For an overview of  
the different approaches, see Kuiper 1979: 111, note 9. 

5 ,  is usually translated just 

lying the . Considering the conceptual terminology of the  treatise 

the understanding of  as a complicated multi-dimensional activity, intro-
ducing it as an action-theoretic concept of its own (Bhatnagar 1987: 95–103). 

Lidova 2007: 345–356.
6 The  ritual is an important topic in  scholar-
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authors who provided a detailed overview of the  myth 

two parts: the , a ceremonial worship on stage, and drama. 
 

intellectual ideas that could underly the general concept of the 
 and argued for the existence of a strong and direct historical 

yajña)7 and Sanskrit drama 

 as a mere prologue preceding 
 

in terms of its importance. Feistel, who devoted to the  his 
 with 

the prologues of classical Sanskrit plays. He proposed a tentative chrono logy 
 and surviving examples 

of ancient dramaturgical practices (the main conclusions are summarized 
in Feistel 1972: 1–26, which provides a general discussion of the eighteen 
constituent elements of the 
the  (the main litany of ) with the  (the laudation 
verses, uttered at the turn of the  ceremony and drama proper) 
(Dave 1941: 359–369).  Sastri studied the  in connection with 
the prologues of classical dramas (Sastri 1963: 299–308) and Burman com-
pared the  with the prologues of modern performances in India and 

similarities ( Burman 1994: 297–316). Thieme (Thieme 1987), who supported 
-

nection of the  with puppet theater. He sustained the assumption 
that the  (the main priest in the , later—the chief actor 

puppet theater. He also considered that the  itself was initially 
a scene taking place in front of the puppet-stage and later turned into the pre-
lude of classical Sanskrit plays.

7 “In what follows we shall try to show that the mythological account 
of the 
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( ). He discussed the mythology of the  suggesting that 

-

the 8

of the 
mythological, and cosmogonic content within the treatise. In his 

9 Kuiper argued against the interpretation 
of the  as a mere “preliminary”, “prelude”, or “Vorspiel”, 

, intended for the worship of gods and the consecration of 
the stage.  Kuiper distinguished  from drama, arguing that 
each possessed individual ritual functions. He considered the  

yajña), and drama 
( ) as a scenic representation of the Vedic cosmogonic myth. 

Another author, who extensively worked on the Vedic origins 
of Indian theatre and of the  tradition, was Tripathi.10 
He considered  as the Veda, the ultimate knowledge or Brahman, 
and an equivalent of the yajña ritual. Tripathi considered several 

the yajña

-
tion, Byrski analyzes almost all important topics and concepts of the treatise, 

rasa theory, etc.
8 The  was one of the participants of the  and later 

9 See Kuiper 1975: 241–268. The main topic of this paper is the detailed 
discussion of the role of the jarjara
of Indra) in the .

10 See Tripathi 1991; 1994–1995: 1–20. 
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grounds for the growth of theatre, at the same time determining its 
most important features.

yajña
 and yajña

to “religify” the drama and see cosmogonic, ritual, and transcendental 
meanings in it: 

While it is true that in the text of the  the peculiar rituals of 
the  are unexplained, seemingly pasted into the structure 

so much forgotten as appropriated into another system of meaning, a pro-
cess far more complex and self-conscious than “secularization”. The fact 

-
atric universe has reworked the archaic cosmogonic motifs, rituals, and 

 myth 

theatre. He summarised his opinion in the following statement: 

As with the  legend, almost every Sanskrit drama has an  aesthetic or 

aesthetic, and technical terms. Just as these elements  refocus audience 
 attention past the predicaments of the heroes and heroines to the world of 

of the playhouse and the twenty page catalog of the gestures and dance 
postures within the very chapters containing the  legend can re-
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the complex topic of its ritual genesis. They were eager to accept 
the -
ing evidence indicating the time and context of the inception of theatre. 

-
gorical story, invented for the purpose to elevate the art of theatre. 
On the other hand, I do not support the hypothesis of direct genetic 
links uniting the  tradition with the cult of Vedic  yajña. 

-
 tradition and of Sanskrit drama 

yajña

the ritual of .11

historical and religious context and an analysis of many interconnected 
issues. The most important among them was the question of the cor-

yajña and  rituals. Many scholars, including the 
re searchers who associated the  tradition with the Vedic 
yajña yajña and  and did 

the yajña and  were merely two names of one and the same type 
yajña and 

 represented from the start two independent rituals, which coexisted 
within Vedic culture. At a certain moment,  started to gradually oust 

11 On the topic, see Fitzgerald 1996: 182–184; Rocher 2000: 631–632. 

 
 rituals and 

the  rites as coincidental (Tripathi 1995: 79–85). 
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the more prominent yajña 12 
13 cling to the idea of the Vedic 

origin of , regarding it as a yajña that underwent certain trans-
formations.14 Challenging the latter assumption, I tried to demonstrate 
that yajña and 
ritual. In order to prove it, I have made a comparison of the ritual 

the worship. This comparison demonstrates that the ritualism of yajña 

12 This position was characteristic for the scholars who shared the hypo-
thesis of the non-Aryan origin of . One of the most committed and con-

was 
a very ancient ritual and at the same time had no relation to the Vedic yajña. 
In his opinion, “all the leading ideas are totally opposed to each  other, and […] 
the two religions came to stand against each other as the  religions of upper and 
lower classes of society”. Because the lower classes were much more numer-

-
mised, and thus created the most heterogeneous religion in the world, which, 

13 See, for example, Sinha 1991–1993: 195–204.
14  the technicalities of 

the transformation of yajña into 
 

, a Vedic ritual which preceded the soma offering 
(Buitenen 1968: 23–28). Based on the formal similarity of the external aspects 

-

s interpretation of the vessel as an anthropo-
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and 
yajña and 

More than that, 
 

ritualism. Even the root - is extremely rare in the Vedic  sources—
15 twice in the 

-
-

ticular, the -  
s, and in different contexts in the -, 

- and Gautama- s. In early Buddhist texts,
 as a form of veneration is repeatedly mentioned in the 

(SN 128; 238–240; 261; 318), in the -, Majjhima- and -
s, in the 

th Edict from 
, 

Charpentier remarks: 

The word 
root - (

dvijas in the sixth 
century BC. (Charpentier 1927: 98)

Detailed descriptions of  rituals appear in many sources, starting 
16 

15 The same line occurs in the Atharvaveda XX.5.6a,  
4.1.2.05.02a and Yajurveda.

16

th–6th century AD. 

s, from the 6th through 
the 12th  centuries CE, see Sanderson 2009: 41–350.
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17

The same applies to the  text. In its current form, the trea-
nd century BC and 2nd century AD. 

 

text and its tradition much earlier, to the 5th century BC,18 

17

s 

(Keith 1912: 756). Modak considers that “the date of the compilation of 

 
 

th–3rd  centuries BC (Modak 1993: 482, note 141). 

2007: 195–311 and De Simini 2016: 38, note 115. It seems, however, that 

periods of time.
18 The dating of the 

 could have existed already in the 4th century BC (Regnaud 1898: L–LI). 

 period. He tried to prove that the oldest parts of the text must have ascended 
to the middle of the 1st millennium BC, proceeding mainly from a linguis-

 
-

logically close to it. The antiquity of the 

of the 
usage testify as he saw it, to the 
the Vedic tradition. The early origin of the 
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-

 

to the religious tradition of 
once again consider the 
indicative of the time of appearance of the drama and of the formation 
of the  cult. The text reads as follows: 

19) 

Manu Vaivasvata, and [due to] the spread of immorality among men and of 
the power of lustful desires [and] sensual pleasures, in the reckless world 

-

19 The word ‘

with other words, like in ‘

In ancient India, the dice were made from the dried fruit of the  

to four. The side with just one dot was called kali, with two— , with 
three— , and four— . The last one guaranteed the victory of the player 

yugas, 
as well as the dice game, played an important role in the theoretical evaluation 
of ancient Indian theatre. The  description of the degradation of 
the human race during the succession of the yuga
of post-Vedic texts, including the authoritative evidence from the -

 (MDh 1.68–86). 
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-

s.”20

way—he created a new kind of sacral knowledge. According to 
the ,

-
tion ( ) from the , singing ( ) from the [veda], means 
of scenic representation (abhinaya) from the Yajurveda, and emotions (rasa) 
from the Atharva[veda

on all Vedas.21 

20 

. All quo-
tations from 

-
 

with a thorough analysis of its content, see Bansat-Boudon 2001: 35–62. 
See also her discussions in Bansat-Boudon 1993: 148–155; 1994: 107–119;  
2012: 213–238.

21 

.
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, and singing, the core of , etc. 

of the Vedic canon. In particular, we are told that he takes supplemen-
tary Vedas (
of the various arts and crafts, and guidance of dharma and artha. 

[…it] corresponds to virtue (dharma), prosperity (artha) and glory ( ),22 
comprises [good] counsels and guidelines, shows all activities of the future 

23 

, 
-

mins, and suggests that he should study and enact  with his hun-

of details and profound concern with the matter, therefore, its cor-
rect assessment is crucial for the reconstruction of the ancient stage 
in the perception of the 

22 Similar to the majority of other concepts and notions, important 
s 

notion of Hinduism and appears in the sources dating after the conventional 
st millennium BC. It is mentioned several times 

 and , as well as in s 
s of 

23 

(N ).
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information and treat it just as an allegory, targeted primarily to elevate 
the status of  theatre and engage the sphere of holy writ for what was, in fact, 

 and the Vedic tradition are 
-

ing the four Vedas, and demonstrates the tendency to represent the  

-

It could have possessed some special meaning at the time when the tradition 
of the  was taking form and could have remained from that period. 

Whether we regard the Fifth Veda as a concept or as an  epithet, one 

in the  (7.1.2; 7.1.4; 7.2.1; 7.7.1) in the dialogue 

the , the Yajurveda, the ,   as the fourth 
[Veda, and] 24 The same kind of evidence 

four Vedic 
The word ‘

25 It is noteworthy that the Indian tradition knows only 

the Fifth Veda—the  and the .26 At the same 

24 

25 One of the earliest joint mentionings of ‘
with ‘ Atharvaveda 
( …) (AV 15.6.11–12). 

26 ved n adhy m sa mah bh n (“He (Vy ) taught 
the [four] Vedas with the ). 
See also: 
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time, the 27 
and 28

29 
on the same grounds as in the . Both present themselves 

time and similarly to the , the sacred knowledge contained 
within the 30 

Both  and 
 literary production, and similarly as Veda are conceived as a certain 
kind of knowledge. In general,  and  stand 

implicitly mentioned in 1.205 ; 1.1. 56.17cd and 18.57 (for details, 
see Brockington 1998: 7, note 14). 

27 On the  as  and Fifth Veda, see Fitzgerald 

Smith 1987a: 32–55. 
28 Besides this, the  (legend or 

 story in general), and designates 
The  and 

the terms ‘
29 According to Brockington, the designation of the  

as the Fifth Veda “recognizes its character as collections of ancient tales, 
proclaims their priestly nature and claims a measure of authority for it”  
( Brockington 1998: 5). On the other hand “the emphasis of the epic 

” (Brockington 1998: 5, note 10). 
 does not explicitly proclaim 

30 However, the  provides the alternative opinion that 
it was intended for just the three highest var as and actually excluded 
( ).
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for a kind of knowledge revealed in all sorts of stories, myths, and 
 and the  

represent two traditions in the transmission of this sacral knowledge. 
In the case of the  tradition, this knowledge was made 

narrative and recitation and in the case of the —in the form 

the same epic myths.31 This interpretation reveals the deep connection 
 and the , and actually, explains 

why these two texts were referred to as the Fifth Veda.

, for example 
in the opening chapter of the 

”.32 
An even clearer reference is found in another part of the test: “After 

[Indra]: ‘I created the 33

It is generally accepted that the  also appeared in 
the post-Vedic period.34

31 The  explicitly mentions two epic myths—  
(“The Churning of the Ocean”) and  (“The Burning of the Triple City”), 

-
 (

32 
discusses 

meticulously the term ‘ ti -
ate perception ( ), so through 
the ‘
allowing to reach the s (

v sena) ( ). 
33 

 (N 1.19).
34 The discussion of the  date is a long-lasting issue. 

For the different approaches, see Fitzgerald 2010: 72–94.
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, while 
the sources from the latter half of the 1st millennium BC often mention 

-
ation with the  tradition is more or less similar. The Vedic 

of the mid-1st millennium BC, testimonies of theatrical performances 
and practice appear in numerous sources, including the epigraphical 
evidence, grammar treatises, and Buddhist texts.35 

One of the important sources commonly used for the  discussion 

which scholars traditionally date to the 5th–4th

 mentions two specialized texts for s—

schools.36

s and at least 
37 

- and -, which 
are also differentiated in the developed theatre tradition. The fact that 

), 
while the second for the descriptions of more sophisticated scenic 
performance—drama (
indication that these two art forms were differentiated already at that 

in this particular era. The mid-1st millennium BC was a unique period 
of time. On the one hand, it was still closely linked to the Vedic cul-
ture, which means that the notion of Veda could still retain its original 

35 For details, see Tarlekar 1991: 5–8; Wijesekera 1941: 196–206.
36 See also 

 related to s.
37

1930: 72–80. 
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of major changes in the perception of the world, which provided 

38

 myth as the time of passage from 
, the perfect age, to , the age of the less virtuous. 

This moment of transition was perceived as the age of trials and great 

prevailed. More than that, the creation of the Fifth Veda was actually 
 

-
versal knowledge, designed to support the three goals of life—dharma, 

, and artha
the shattered order of things, and thus create a society whose existence 

In terms of actual historical time, the situation, presented in 
), could 

correspond to the transitional period of Indian civili zation, when 
the pillars of the ancient Vedic religion were  profoundly shaken. 

-

the  crisis of Vedic ritualism—mainly the solemn soma-yajña  rituals—

-

de facto

of certain social groups to spend enormous sums of money, time, and 
other resources on the performance of these rituals.39

38 For details see Malinar 2011: 182–211.
39 See, for example, Heesterman 1985: 85–89; Smith 2011: 163–179; 

Bronkhorst 2017: 361–369.
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The reformatory spirit of the time gave rise to numerous  religious 
trends, some of which, as for example, Buddhism and Jainism, even-
tually played a crucial part in Indian history and culture. Others, 
 however, survived only as distant, semi-legendary echoes of the tradi-
tion. They all shared one goal: to offer alternative roads of future devel-

ritual system.
As I have already discussed on several occasions (Lidova 1994; 

2009: 205–231), the idea to introduce  as an alternative form of 

that crisis. It is important that the  also singles out  
as pivotal in the emergence of the theatrical tradition. On the divine 

yajña. The last 
is  clearly expressed in the :

of] the 

the yajña.40 

The  myth also clearly refers to the event at which the  drama 
and -

involved the entire community:

An auspicious occasion for the presentation [of drama] is  approaching: 

known as the 41 

40 

41 
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This festival is not the product of the 42 

from various periods. The earliest of them is presented in the 
 19, the two 

Atharvaveda tradition. An account of the same 

in the medieval text of the 
As I discussed elsewhere,43

 provides a description of 
the Indra festival of the late Vedic period according to the tradition of 
the Atharvaveda.44

(dhvaja

. The 

(
 

 
does not mention drama, any stage performances, or 
the rituals typical of the cult of yajña. At the same time, according to 

42 This festival is also mentioned in various sources, including  Sanskrit 
dramas and s. Among the latter, particularly interesting are the 
Buddha carita

43 See Lidova 2002–2003: 85–108. See also Sathyanarayana 1993: 3–13; 
2012: 197–210.

44 yajña), 
performed according to the Yajurveda tradition, see  2.15.
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, 
the Indra festival did not emerge simultaneously with drama. As the trea-

it merely as a convenient pretext: the Indra festival was chosen as an occasion 

-

-

of the Atharvavedic tradition—
closely follows the 
using almost the same words. Much more interesting is its supplement— 
the , 

 was 
. 

It is clearly stated in the  that the drama almost from the out-
set was also presented in a  (the construction and typo logy 

temptation to assume that it was one and the same ritual pavilion. How-
ever, the -
formed in the . Nevertheless, this pavilion, constructed for 
the 
the . The proof of the latter is the fact that the  
ritual, which is centered on the  worship, is very similar, almost 
identical, to the , the rite of the consecration of 

.45

45 For details, see Lidova 2009: 205–231.
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 yajña 
of the Indra festival. This is explicitly mentioned in the , 

-

-

the 
, 

46

However, the  narration although clearly  mentioning 
the ritual of , fails to provide any reference to stage performances 

visual entertainment, performed in the context of 
in the medieval  (II.154–157).47 According to this 
text, a spectacle was performed at the Indra  festival immediately following 
the .48 Just as in the , in the  

 
49

46 The Indra festival is also mentioned in the  4.13.39; 4.29.7; 
4.39.2; 11.84.83; 11.122.18 and the  1.44.6.

47 On the date and the editions of the , see 
Rocher 1986: 250–252.

48 [...] […]
 refers to the dra-

ma or spectacle as . This term is also repeatedly used in the  

49 sa  (60.1–60), Indra received 

The Banner Festival on the earth.
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-
duction of the  and the genesis of drama.50 Considering the fact 

the new form of ritual practice, the integral part of which consisted 
in the staging of myths. The very adaptation of  as a new ritual 
in the Aryan community was rooted in the necessity to offer an alter-

soma-yajña
, was perceived as a new form of the sol-

of the Indra festival, which engaged different social groups, as well 

 
 

soma-yajña rituals and so, as one might suppose, were less concerned 

, the Atharva vedins found 
a solution in the adaptation of a new form of ritual— . They could 
have also started the practice of the religious sermon in the form of 
scenic performances of the myth de facto, the earliest forms of  drama, 

.51

50 -
 

51 According to Jamison, the 
pane gyrists and poets trained in Vedic compositional techniques, were 
directly involved in the formation of  literature. More than that, 

period (Jamison 2007: 138ff). Tieken proposed an alternative view. Accord-
ing to him, “Vedic poetry is not a literature in the strict sense of the word” 
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of direct evidence of dramatic performances in early sources could 
-

cerned with the ritual practice, while the practice of drama remained 
within the framework of another kind of knowledge— . 

The proposed considerations can serve as guiding lines allowing 
us to formulate the following hypothesis: the early forms of theatre 
appeared around the middle of the 1st millennium BC in the milieu 

the adaptation of the new ritual of  and its use within the context of 
-

-
sequently assumed the features of a developed art form ( ). This 

-
. There-

fore, the place, the time, the arrangement of the stage, the elements 
of make-up and costumes, as well as the duration of the performance 

a more detailed and in-depth discussion. However, even in its working 
state it sets up a new vision and offers a new framework to the complex 

(Tieken 2014: 99). On the other side, “  is not a direct successor 
of the epics, that is to say, it did not succeed the epic in their ritual function” 
(ibid.: 100), and “was the result of a kind of makeover of the epic” (ibid.: 101). 

 and epics, in my 
-

in the  formation of .
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of ancient Indian theatre actually took place.
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